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Abstract— Education is a very important element for the development of a nation. Before the days of independence, Indonesians educations are for men only, until finally through the momentum that involves a female character who has become a driving force of education and education for female in Indonesia. Education does not currently distinguish between genders; females education is also an important factor for the development and application of science. Unlike the past, education was now free to among female, and maley female now taking the highest education level in education. Through this research can be seen comparing academic achievements of men and female. This study analyzed the number of female and men are accepted into college country, through this research can also be seen how the comparison of academic achievement (GPA) of college graduates over the past five years. Data is collected on one of the state universities in Indonesia. With the results of the data analysis shown that female no longer be a complement or a follower of the education system, but competition for the men in the world get an education, particularly the degree program. Results of this study was the presentation of data obtained through the survey and the data is expected to be developed for advanced research related to gender issues that have been debated about the intelligence level between genders.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Education in Indonesia over this time for female has gained more recognition, it is absolutely different with the days before the first colonization. In the history of Indonesia, Kartini is a female character that was interesting to be represent, moreover Kartini appeared in the era of thick feudalism and modern imperialism began to appear. Kartini brought the concept of progress and freedom in the realm of thought and the development of Indonesia through a point that was concerned about the education of his people. Kartini is unforgettable by the time record of Indonesia which was both indirectly and directly lay the foundations of thought and movement to changes in the development of Indonesia both as a country and its influence in the culture.

Education today is not only dominated by men, even in some areas of female can even reach better than male level of education. In Indonesia, the total population is about 255 million people where 126.8 million consisted of female, these data reported by Statistics Indonesia in 2015.

Research on higher education fluently to do in the world, because the issue of gender is very interesting to investigate. This study takes the object in one of the state universities in North Sumatra. Figure 1 outlines the percentage of the population of North Sumatra comparison by gender.
The previous study that discusses gender and college is in Turkey, where the study discusses the causes of gender inequality in higher education in Turkey (Dogan, 2011:691). Other studies mention gender history and the history of female in higher education: an educational innovation project was done in Spain (Garcia, 2014: 289). Other studies mention that gender discrimination and education practitioners, it is related to the way the research of possible solutions (Popa, 2014 ) 459). As in Indonesia, researchers from Uzbekistan also viewed from the side of growing countries, where the intelligence in education is associated with gender issues (Salahodjaev, 2015: 97). In fact, researchers from Sri Lanka tried to examine this issue in Indonesia, the research shows that, to a certain extent, education does not empower female in middle-income countries such as Indonesia (Samarakoon, 2015: 428).

Other studies that pay attention in the importance of higher education for female mentioned that female's success factors of leadership in higher education (Shahtalebi, 2011: 3644). It is clearly stated that education for female is important and necessary. Even the studies that have been conducted in Indonesia on gender equality and social capital as an indicator of rural development in Indonesia (Case: Malang, Indonesia) (Surjono, 2015: 370).

If we find out a conclusion based on previous studies above, it is quite clear that higher education is very important. Through this study wanted to see that the level of education of female in higher education, this research was done because they have not seen studies that look at the higher education level seen from the number of female who received at public universities and academic achievement accomplished female, particularly in North Sumatra. This study will try to compare between men and female both from the number of students accepted and in terms of graduates through academic achievement or academic achievement index of college graduates.

**METHOD**

The method used in this research is based of the methods of Academic-Based Management Information System, the data retrieved obtained from the State University became the object and partly data captured from the Ministry of Research, Technology and Higher Education of the Republic of Indonesia.

Management information system here is the recruitment process supporting data when the students get into college and filled in their personal data in accordance with the request from the college.

This data collection is also obtained from the Higher Education report format that can be accessed from forlap.dikti.go.id.
The recapitulation and statistical data processing performed by data obtained, so that the data which consist of desired information can be processed according to the needs.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

From the data obtained is found that the ratio of the number of female who admitted at one of the Universities in North Sumatra was greater than the number of male. This clearly shows that the paradigm that had claimed more men who had received education has turned out to be wrong. The statement above can be seen in Figure 2 below.

In terms of participation in education, female around the world are facing the same problem. Compared to the opposite sex, female's participation in formal education is much lower. In the countries where primary education is not compulsory, the number of female students generally only half or a third of the boys it was a study done at state universities in Kalimantan were carried out in 2005 (Amasari, 2005: 31). The study also refuted by the discovery of other facts that the GPA grade point average in graduate. For academic achievement seen from the GPA graduates can be seen in Figure 3 below.

![Figure 2. Comparison of Male and Female Admitted in State Universities](image1)

![Figure 3. Comparison of the GPA by Gender](image2)

Through Figure 3 clearly seen that for only in 2014 the male gained better achievement than female in the average of graduate GPA, and the rest is achieved by female. Suryadi and Idris (2004) categorize the factors of gender gaps in education in four aspects, namely: 1) access is an opportunity or a chance in obtaining or using a particular resource, 2) Participation is the involvement or role...
of a person / group in an activity and or in decision making, 3) Control is the control or authority or power to make decisions, 4) the benefit is the usefulness of resources that can be enjoyed optimally (Suryadi, 2004).

CONCLUSION
The conclusion obtained through this research it is clear that the issue of gender on satt education is no longer an issue. It is evident from the number of female who admitted at State Universities and also seen also from the academic side. The academic side is the level of female graduate GPI grade point averaged higher than male seen from the data taken last 5 years.
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